Abstract---
, [2] . These approaches generally involve various non-linear transformations of the data with the objective of contribution to abstracts and appropriate representations [3] . These methods are becoming popular, generally the exceeding traditional approaches includes handcrafted features for data representation and machine learning methods are used for learning task [4] , [5] . 
Method of Pixel Points
One of the advance algorithms in unsupervised deep learning is the method of pixel points. In the method of pixel point, the unknown parameters (of pixels) in the model are related to the pixel points of one or more casual pixel points, and thus, these unknown parameters can be predicted given the pixel points. The pixel points are mostly predicted from breast regions in an observed way. The basic pixel points are first and second order pixel points for a random pixel points, the first order pixel points is the mean pixels, and the second order pixel points is the covariance matrix (when the mean is zero). Higher order pixel points are mostly represented using tensors which are the generalization of matrices to higher orders as multi-dimensional pixels.
Method of Descriptors Analysis
The method is to estimate the k unknown pixels 1 , 2 , … , describe the diffusion ( ; ) of the random pixels or variables . Assume the first pixel points of the true diffusion can be expressed as function
Surmise Breast image region pixel region is pinched, resulting in the values 1 , … ,
=1
Be the breast sample moment, an estimate of . The method of pixel points estimator for 1 , … , denoted by 1 , … , is defined as the result to the equation is
Mean The probability distribution of random pixels the mean is equal to sum over every possible pixel values.
= (8)
x denoted total number of pixels values of image. An analogous formula applies to the case of a 2D Breast Pixels probability distribution. Not every 3D Breast pixels probability distribution has a defined mean. [10] algorithm performing a like as a affine Transform [6] of Euclidean pixels space which moves every pixel points by a fixed distance in the same direction in the breast images. The breast image every pixels are shifted the origin of coordinate [7] regions in the images. 
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a segmentation approach is performed by DL with ANN segmentation algorithms. The segmentation algorithm mainly to segment breast images, and then extracting cancer region from breast images. The algorithm result shows that the various features from various algorithms and its all are parameters are evaluated. Mainly compared features by segmentation level algorithm.
